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proved efficiency in revenue col- by the Federal Government government through the Export 
lection from already existing ranged between 10 and 20 per- Commodities Coordinating Com- 
sources, increase in the rate of cent. (Osakwe, 1971) while the mittee (ECCC) established the 
existing taxes and broadening of second, which was the produce Administrative Commodity Export 
revenue base by introducing new saleslpurchase tax was im- Levy of $5 per tonne for cocoa 
taxes. Also macro economic in- posed independently by the Re- and US $3 per tonne for any other 
stability heightened the need for gional/State Governments and agricultural commodity that is ex- 
enhanced revenue balance. was assessed on the volume of ported out of the country. The rea- 

In most years between produce offered for sale to the son government gave for the es- 
1980 and 1997, inappropriate do- marketing boards. The rate tablishment of these levies was 
mestic policies and exogenous ranged between #I per ton for that the levies would be utilised 
shocks resulted in economic de- soya beans and w8 per ton for to service Nigeria's membership 
cline and deterioration in the fi- cocoa beans. Revenue contribu- of International Commodity Or- 
nances of all tiers of government. tions from the two types of taxes ganisation. The government also 
The Federal government's control were substantial between 1960/ posited that the benefits derivable 
over the budget was ineffective as 61 and 1969/70. Between, 1960 from attendance of these meet- 
its budget deficit averaged 6.1 and 1965, total revenue from pro- ings was enjoyed by the private 
percent of GDP between 1980 duce taxation and capital grants sector and it was thus expedient 
and 1997 (Alade 1999). Foreign from marketing board averaged for the private sector to fund the 
debt rose from 3.7 percent in 1980 M2 million a year (Ojo 1991). In activities of the ECCC. 
to 19.7 percent of GDP in 1997. the next five years, the average Following closely at the 
Large fiscal deficits, financed by contribution increased to N70.5 heels of the export levies were 
borrowing from the domestic million a year. Thus, revenue state government produce taxes 
banking system led to accelera- from produce taxation increased and levies on the commodities 
tion in inflation. from an average of 21.7 percent produced in their territories. Grad- 

between 1960 and 1965 to 47.3 ing fees was expected to be har- 
COMMODITY TAXES percent between 1965 and 1970. monized across the country for 

Apart from the fact that ag- In 1973, the first series of various crops. However, most 
ricultural commodities were the reforms to the marketing board states do not comply with agreed 
main sources of Nigeria's foreign system took place and the thrust rates insisting that these com- 
exchange earnings for a long time, of the reforms was the abolition modities were revenue earners for 
their output was also subject to a of all forms of taxes on the export the states and as such should 
number of taxes which became crops under the jurisdiction of the be charged accordingly. For in- 
important sources of government boards. Thus, almost in one fell stance the fixed rate for grading 

swoop, the Regionsktates lost a a tonne of cocoa is about W5 per 
The Institutional arrange- vital source of revenue. But, even tonne, but some states charge as 

ment by which these taxes were if such taxes were not abolished, high as W18,OOO for grading of 
administered was the marketing revenue from these taxes could cocoa. This divergences in grad- 
board system under which statu- have dwindled considerably given ing fees and levies have their con- 
tory marketing boards were the drastic decline in the produc- sequences which are discussed 
charged with purchasing the ex- tion and export of the crops in- in the next section of the paper. 
port crops from producers. volved. Revenue from the export 

taxes were derived from com- tained or increased by increasing 
modity exports during the Com- the rates exorbitantly and this EFFECTS OF COMMODITY 
modity Board era. The first was would have increased the disin- TAXESlLEVlES ON COMMOD- 
the export duty levied in propor- centives to producers. ITY TRADE MOVEMENTS 
tion to the value of export. In the After the dissolution of the The role of internal trade in 

Two important types of taxes could only have been main- PART 3: 
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participant in the market buys and introduced a number of regulatory difficulties with enforcement and 
sells foreign exchange on a daily measures designed to enhance the distress in the financial sec- 
basis. I should acknowledge, the capital base of commercial/ tor which eroded public confi- 
however, that the market is still merchant banks and promote a dence in the system. To facilitate 
evolving, as the CBN remains the more professional approach to timely clearing of cheques nation- 
major supplier of foreign ex- banklending and provisioningfor wide, the number of Bankers 
change to the market and the di- non-performing loans. The risk- Clearing Houses was increased 
versification and much expected weighted measure of capital ad- to 22 as at June 2000. The insti- 
stability in the market in the mar- equacy ratio recommended by tutional structures for the opera- 

i 
~ 

ket is yet to materialise. the Basle Committee of the Bank tion of inter-bank settlement sys- 
for International Settlements (BIS) tem were estalished in 1992 to 

PART V was adopted and enforced. To facilitate the settlement of inter- 

CBN Response to the complement this, the Bank intro- bank claims arising from over- 
Changing Role of Central duced a set of prudential guide- night and other inter-bank fund 
Banks lines and mandatory uniform ac- placements, while efforts to intro- 

counting standards for all licensed duce Automated Clearing System 
25. There is increased global banks. Furthermore, the mini- under the auspices of the Bank- 
awareneSS Of the need to mum capital base for commer- er's Committee has reached an 
strengthen competitive forces cia1 and merchant banks was advanced stage of implementa- 
and promote soundness in the fi- raised to a uniform N500 million, tion. 
nancial system in order to be bet- with December 1 998 fixed as the 

ter p1aced to achieve the goals Of deadline for full compliance. 28. The CBN has also placed 
economic p01icy* Under this dis- Moreover, effective January 2000, increased emphasis on financial 
pensation' monetary p0licy has a minimum paid-up capital of N1 market development to broaden 1 
taken On a greater significance billion was stipulated for a new and deepen the ma,rkets. In 1992, 
and central banks are expected bank. In 1999, the regulatory pow- the CBN established a securities 
to play a more crucial role in eco- ers of the CBN, was further transferfacilityfor inter-bank trad- 
nomic management* In many strengthened with the restoration ing in treasury bills and certificates 
countries' particu1ar1y the major of its administrative autonomy to promote the development of a 
industria1 nations, central banks and the granting of instrument secondary market in government 
have been more assertive in dea1- autonomy in the conduct of mon- securities. The Abuja Stock Ex- 
ing with emerging economic prob- etary and banking policy. 
lems and the results have been 

change PIC. is being established 
to foster competition in the secu- 

less inflation and a long period of 27. The Nigerian payments rities market. 
sustained Output and employ- system is largely cash based as 
ment growthe The gains from in- indicated in the high currency ra- 29. The CBN in responding to 
'reased autonomy for centra' tio (over 48 per cent) of narrow its changing role is considering 
banks are obvious and sa1utary' money (M, ) stock. The implica- refocusing the procedure for mon- 

tion is that a large proportion of etary policy away from monetary 
26' In line with this' the Bank financial transactions is not targeting to the adoption of infla- 
initiated the banking system re- channeled through the banking tion targeting framework in line 
form' which was aimed at ensur- system, thereby constituting leak- with the trends in a number of 
ing that banks are reasonably ages that reduce the effective- central banks. The main attrac- 
sound' competitive and ab1e t' ness of monetary policy. Efforts tions of this framework are that it 
respond quickly and flexib1y to aimed at promoting chequing is transparent and easily under- 
monetary conditions to facilitate habit in the country, including the" stood and comprehended by the 
effective transmission Of the Im- promulgation of dud cheque de- general public. It is easy to hold 
pact Of monetav policytothe real Cree have however, yielded less the central bank accountable for 
sector' In this regard' the CBN than satisfactory results owing to its actions in the attainment or 
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.tern. The current commitment to policy and development. At the that a stable macroeconomic en- 
financial sector reform and fiscal risk of repeating myself, let me vironment is an essential ingredi- 
discipline should be sustained. In briefly summarize the high points ent for sustainable growth and 
an increasingly deregulated and of the lecture. First, the mandate development. In the same vein, 
globalized financial environment, and responsibilities assigned to the monetary control framework 
improved information and com- the CBN when it was established has been changed from direct 
munication technology has influ- in 1958, require it to promote and controls to market-’based mecha- 
enced the development of new fi- maintain monetary stability and a nism. 
nancial products, derivatives and sound and efficient financial and 
free flow of capital funds, which payments systems in Nigeria. 38. Fourth, the CBN has 
have complicated the conduct of This mandate, to my mind, is the adopted various measures in line 
monetary policy. The ability of most important mandate and is with internationally accepted 
CBN to cope with these chal- consistent with the mandate of standards that would engender 
lenges would be determined by central banks worldwide. The competitiveness of the financial 
the operational efficiency of the CBN has made conscious effort, sector, ensure banking sound- 
Bank. Specifically, the on-going over the years, to meet this man- ness and efficient financial sys- 
efforts to sanitize and eliminate date through its conduct of mon- tem. Efforts are still on going to 
distress in the banking system etary and banking policies subject enhance the efficiency of pay- 
should be sustained taking into to the constraints imposed by the ments and settlements systems 
consideration that effective trans- operating environment. While sig- without which the effectiveness of 
mission mechanism of monetary nificant progress has been made, monetary policy will be weakened 
policy action can only be ensured the presence of fiscal dominance and delayed. 
where there is a sound banking and the underdeveloped nature of 
system. The effectiveness of the financial markets have con- 39. Finally, the challenges fac- 
monetary policy also depends to stituted constraining factors in ing the Bank are enormous, but 
a large extent on the quality and recording the much-desired SUC- not insurmountable. Efforts are 
timeliness of information available cess. already being made to confront 
to the Bank. these challenges. The instrument 

36. Second, in addition to the autonomy recently granted to the 
34. In response to these chal- traditional role of maintaining Bank has enhanced its ability to 
lenges, the CBN has embarked price stability, the CBN has also conduct monetary policy, al- 
on a comprehensive restructur- been compelled by the develop- though there is still room for im- 
ing and re-engineering exercise mental needs of our economy to provement. For example, the per- 
code-named “Project EAGLES”: perform some ancillary roles that ennial problem of managing ex- 
aimed at refocusing the Banks are not characteristic of central cess liquidity largely induced by 
operational capabilities. Project banks in the advanced econo- the government spending will re- 
EAGLES is expected to engender mies. Such roles include the de- quire a more innovative approach 
a change in the work culture of velopment and nurturing of devel- on the part of the CBN to deal with 
staff through the adoption of ap- opment finance institutions to pro- it, This is already receiving the 
propriate work incentives, acqui- vide credit to key sectors of the attention of the Management of 
sition of skills and modern tech- economy to complement the the Bank. Afurtherchallengethat 
nology that will yield efficiency stabilization objectives. This em- the Bank is presently exploring is 
gains and enhance productivity phasis appears to be waning due the shift from monetary targeting 
growth . to increased prominence given to to inflation targeting, which is be- 

stabilization objectives. coming popular among central 
PART VI1 banks because of its simplicity 

37. Indeed, in response to the and the fact that it enhances cen- 
changing roles of central banks tral banks credibility. Concluding Remarks 

35. I have in the last several the world over, the B h k  has 
-minutes attempted to take you shifted the focus of monetary 40. I thank you for your atten- 
through a guided tour of the policy from growth to stabilization, tion. 
CBN’s role in national economic because experience has shown 
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